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with the sense of social responsibility felt by true feudal
leaders.
The influence of the New Testament is seen also in his
interpretation of self-sacrifice. During the last years of his
life his wife was an invalid. He nursed her personally with
the most assiduous care. At one period he did not sleep
in a bed for three weeks, though he delivered his lectures
and superintended the laboratory as usual. When the
earlier symptoms of his own fatal disease became evident
to himself he told no one of them for a long time. As he
grew worse and suffered severe pain he never complained,
except that he would not be able to continue to nurse his
sick wife.
Many must regret that Maxwell did not discover more
modern sources of inspiration for his thought on social
and ethical problems. They cannot be satisfied with his
role of gentleman-farmer or laird in the middle of the
nineteenth century. The modernity of Maxwell's science,
and the antiquity of his sociology and religion appear
incongruous. But it may be noted that though his views
on sociology and religion were antique, they were superior
to those of nearly all his scientific contemporaries. He at
least thought about these problems, and if he was unable to
find modern answers to them, he learned enough of them
to avoid the intellectual philistinism of his time* Like
William Morris, he escaped, though in the slightly ridicu-
lous disguise of a mediaeval uniform. If Maxwell had
arrived simultaneously at modern views on science, sociology
and religion, and had expressed them, he would never have
become the parent of the physical thought of the twentieth
century. His antique views on the relation between master
and man, and on family prayers served as an effective
camouflage to his revolutionary work in Cambridge.
Without his mediaeval habiliments he would never have
secured a commanding position in that University, and in
the development of capitalist culture.
During his retirement at "Glenlair," Maxwell occasionally
visited Cambridge to act as examiner. He examined in the
Mathematical Tripos in 1866, 1867, 1869, 1870. He

